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Mortgage Lending in the United States: An Overview

• Roughly 80 percent of home purchase loans today have a government 

guarantee.  Providers of guarantees include:  

o GSEs: Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac, largest players in the market, in 

conservatorship since 2008

o FHA: focuses on lower- and moderate-income and first-time buyers

o VA: for veterans and active-duty military

o Rural Housing Service (RHS): same focus as FHA, limited to rural 

areas

• Private sector

o Portfolio lenders: generally favor lower-risk loans today 

o Private-label mortgage-backed securities (PLS) market: very limited 

volume

Market share, 2017

GSEs 50%

FHA 20%

VA 9%

RHS 3%

Private 18%

Note: Shares reflect loan counts. 
Source: NHMI data, AEI Center 
on Housing Markets and Finance. 
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What Did FHA Do and Why?

• In January 2015, FHA cut the annual mortgage insurance premium it charges borrowers. 

(The separate upfront premium was left unchanged.)

o Annual premium fell from 1.35% of loan amount to 0.85% with few exceptions

o Same effect on monthly payments as a ¾ ppt cut in 30-year mortgage rate  

o Amounts to a 6% reduction in monthly payments for the average FHA borrower

o The change was unanticipated

• FHA’s objective: to support the housing recovery by spurring demand

• FHA predicted the premium cut would bring in 250,000 new first-time buyers over 3 years 

(about 83,000 per year)
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Did the Premium Cut Work as Intended? No.

• Brought in many fewer first-time buyers than predicted – only about 17,000 in 2015

• Boosted constant-quality house prices nearly 3% in markets with sizable FHA presence, 

creating winners and losers

Winners Unclear effect Losers

Existing homeowners Repeat buyers Non-FHA first-time buyers

As a group, these buyers paid $180,000 (through 

higher house prices) for each of the 17,000 new 

first-time FHA buyers
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Data

• Near-census of all government-guaranteed home purchase loans, maintained by AEI.  Use 

data for 2013-2015

For analysis of first-time buyer volume

For analysis of house prices and quality 

• Public-records data for 2013-2015 from ATTOM Data Solutions merged with other loan-level 

data.  Includes:  

o Home sale price, sale date, and location, plus AVM estimate of home value

o Mortgage loan

o Borrower characteristics such as income, credit score, race, ethnicity, and gender

• Covers 23 counties with large FHA loan counts
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Competition for First-Time Buyers

*Based on loan counts.  VA and Rural Housing omitted.

Source: AEI Center on Housing Markets and Finance and FHA Production Report.

• FHA competes for market share with other government agencies

• FHA’s share rose a lot right after the premium cut, largely due to poaching (as we’ll show)
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Sources of FHA’s Increase in First-Time Buyers

We disaggregate FHA’s increase in loan volume from 2014 to 2015 into three parts:

• Poaching: Estimate a model using 2014 government-guaranteed loans to predict 2015 volume.  

Poaching equals FHA’s actual 2015 volume minus its predicted 2015 volume. 

• Trend growth: Equals predicted growth in 2015 after accounting for poaching 

• New homebuyers:  Total increase minus poaching and trend growth

Decomposition of Increase in FHA First-

time Buyer Volume, 2014 to 2015

Total 100%

Poaching 54%

Trend Growth 37%

New Homebuyers 9%

• 9% of FHA’s increase in first-time buyer 

volume is only 17,000 new buyers

• Bottom line: FHA fell far short of its goal 

for the number of new homebuyers
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Measuring the Price and Quality Effects of the Premium Cut

2013:Q4 2014:Q4 2015:Q4

FHA

GSEs

+2%

+3%

+3%

+2%

Example 1

2013:Q4 2014:Q4 2015:Q4

FHA

GSEs

+3%

+4%

+3%

+2%

Example 2

2013:Q4 2014:Q4 2015:Q4

FHA

GSEs

+3%

+6%

+3%

+2%

Example 3

Difference between 

1st and 2nd Period

FHA +1 ppt

GSEs +1 ppt

Diff-in-Diff 0 ppt

Difference between 

1st and 2nd Period

FHA +1 ppt

GSEs +1 ppt

Diff-in-Diff 0 ppt

Difference between 

1st and 2nd Period

FHA +3 ppts

GSEs +1 ppts

Diff-in-Diff +2 ppts

We use a “difference-in-difference” methodology as illustrated with these 3 examples for house prices:
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Treatment and Control Groups

FHA loans                    
(C)

FHA loans                   
(B)

GSE loans
(D)

GSE loans
(A)

Census tracts with low FHA share Census tracts with high FHA share

Treatment group: FHA loans in Census tracts with a high FHA share (B)

Control group: GSE loans in Census tracts with a low FHA share (D)
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Difference-in-difference Regressions

Estimate a regression for sale price that yields quarterly FHA and GSE price indexes, controlling for

 Location (county)

 Borrower income, credit score, and other characteristics

Overall Price Effect

Quality Effect

Estimate a regression for Dec. 2014 AVM value that yields quarterly FHA and GSE quality indexes, 

controlling for same variables as in overall price regression

Constant-quality Price Effect

Same regression, but now add Dec. 2014 AVM value as a control for house quality 

For all three regressions, compare price/quality trends for FHA treatment group to GSE control group
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Constant-quality Price Effect
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2013:Q4 2014:Q2 2014:Q4 2015:Q2 2015:Q4

FHA

GSE

Treatment period Diff-in-diff

2014:Q4-2015:Q2 2.2 ppts**

2014:Q4-2015:Q3 3.3 ppts**

2014:Q4-2015:Q4 3.0 ppts**

Average of three periods 2.8 ppts**

** significant at 5% level

Strong evidence that FHA premium cut 

raised constant-quality house prices in 

areas with large FHA presence
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Summary of Main Price/Quality Results

Measured Effect
Average Across 

Treatment Periods

Constant-quality Price effect 2.8 ppts**

Quality Effect -0.1 ppt

Overall Price Effect 2.5 ppts**

** significant at 5% level

• FHA borrowers used extra buying power to increase demand for housing

• This boosted constant-quality house prices (and observed sale prices) in areas 

with large FHA presence

• No evidence that FHA borrowers shifted to higher-quality homes 
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Measuring Within-Market Effects

FHA loans                    
(C)

FHA loans                   
(B)

GSE loans
(D)

GSE loans
(A)

Census tracts with low FHA share Census tracts with high FHA share

Not used

Treatment group: FHA loans in tracts with a high FHA share (B)

Control group: GSE loans in tracts with a high FHA share (A)
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Within-Market Effects

Measured Effect

(Avg. over treatment periods)
Within Market Baseline

Constant-quality Price Effect 0.4 ppt 2.8 ppts**

Quality Effect 2.5 ppts** -0.1 ppt

Overall Price Effect 2.4 ppts** 2.5 ppts**

Note. Within-market effects based on FHA and GSE loans in Census tracts with FHA shares ≥ 20%.  

** significant at 5% level

Within-market constant-quality price and quality effects are the opposite of the baseline effects.  Why?

 Demand pressure from premium cut boosted prices of all homes in a local area.  Hence, constant-

quality price effect was similar for FHA-financed and GSE-financed homes.

 Since GSE borrowers faced higher prices but had no extra purchasing power, they reduced the quality 

of homes they bought relative to FHA borrowers
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Final Thoughts

• FHA’s 2015 premium cut didn’t work as intended

o Brought in many fewer first-time buyers than predicted

o Increased home prices, which transferred wealth to existing homeowners and hurt non-FHA first-

time buyers 

• Undesirable outcome likely due, in part, to tight market conditions  

o With limited supply, boost to demand ended up raising prices 

o Could have been more effective in a softer market

o Can’t ignore market conditions when designing policy
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